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**Description**

This function is also used for estimating Q and F but faster than EM.

**Usage**

```r
br(g, q, f, acc, max.iter, tol, model)
```

**Arguments**

- `g` Genotype matrix with dimensions `np`, where `n` is sample size and `p` is the number of SNPs.
- `q` Ancestry coefficient matrix with dimensions `nK`, where `n` is sample size and `K` is the number of populations.
- `f` Minor allele frequency matrix with dimensions `Kp`, where `K` is the number of populations and `p` is the number of SNPs.
- `acc` a logical value indicating whether use quasi-Newton accelerated BR or not.
- `max.iter` If `acc = T`, `max.iter` must be set, the default is 3. `max.iter` should greater than 1.
- `tol` Tolerance, if `acc = F`, tolerance must be set, the default is 1e-4.
- `model` Choose which model you want to use. Supervised learning or unsupervised learning.

**Value**

Estimation results of q, f and the loglikelihood value of each iteration.
em

Do ancestry analysis with EM algorithm

Description
The EM algorithm could be used for estimating the Q and F matrix.

Usage
em(g, q, f, acc, max.iter, tol, model)

Arguments
- g: Genotype matrix with dimensions np, where n is sample size and p is the number of SNPs.
- q: Ancestry coefficient matrix with dimensions nK, where n is sample size and K is the number of populations.
- f: Minor allele frequency matrix with dimensions Kp, where K is the number of populations and p is the number of SNPs.
- acc: a logical value indicating whether use accelerated EM or not.
- max.iter: an integer. If acc is TRUE, the number of iterations must be set. max.iter should be greater than 1.
- tol: Tolerance. If acc is FALSE, tol must be set. The default is 1e-4.
- model: Choose which model you want to use. Supervised learning or unsupervised learning.

Value
Estimation results of q, f and the loglikelihood value of each iteration.

ffixbr

Block relaxation when f is fixed

Description
This function can be used for ancestry analysis when frequency matrix is fixed.

Usage
ffixbr(gnew, qnew, f, acc, max.iter, tol, pubdata)
**Arguments**

- `gnew`: Genotype matrix. The number of row present in `gnew` is 1 and the number of column is the number of SNPs.
- `qnew`: Initial q used in calculation. A vector. Sum(q) must be 1.
- `f`: Allele frequencies matrix learned from the reference panels.
- `acc`: a logical value indicating whether use quasi-Newton accelerated BR or not.
- `max.iter`: If acc = T, max.iter must be set, the default is 3. max.iter should greater than 1.
- `tol`: If acc = F, tolerance must be set, the default is 1e-4.
- `pubdata`: You can choose a public dataset here, E11, K13, K4, K12b, K7b, World9. You also can use other public dataset which is not in this package.

**Value**

Estimation results of q and the loglikelihood value of each iteration.
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**Description**

This function can be used for ancestry analysis when frequency matrix is fixed.

**Usage**

```r
fFixEm(gnew, qnew, f, acc, max.iter, tol = 1e-4, pubdata)
```

**Arguments**

- `gnew`: Genotype matrix. The number of row present in `gnew` is 1 and the number of column is the number of SNPs.
- `qnew`: Initial q used in calculation. A vector. Sum(q) must be 1.
- `f`: Allele frequencies matrix learned from the reference panels.
- `acc`: a logical value indicating whether use quasi-Newton accelerated EM or not.
- `max.iter`: an integer. If acc is TRUE, the number of iterations must be set. max.iter should greater than 1.
- `tol`: Tolerance. If acc is FALSE, tol must be set. The default is 1e-4.
- `pubdata`: You can choose a public dataset here, E11, K13, K4, K12b, K7b, World9. You also can use other public dataset which is not in this package.

**Value**

Estimation results of q and the loglikelihood value of each iteration.
**fFixQN**

*quasi-Newton when f is fixed*

**Description**

quasi-Newton for ancestry analysis when F is fixed

**Usage**

`fFixQN(gnew, qnew, f, tol, method, pubdata)`

**Arguments**

- `gnew`: Integer which length is the number of SNPs used in calculation.
- `qnew`: Initial q used in calculation. A vector. `sum(q)` must be 1.
- `f`: Allele frequencies learned from the reference panels.
- `tol`: Tolerance, the default value is 1e-4.
- `method`: Choose which algorithm you want to use. EM or BR.
- `pubdata`: You can choose a public dataset here, E11, K13, K4, K12b, K7b, World9. You also can use other public dataset which is not in this package.

**Value**

Estimation results of q and the loglikelihood value of each iteration.

**Examples**

```r
## res <- tfrdpub(genotype, 4, globe4.alleles, globe4.4.F)
## ances <- fFixQN(res$g, res$q, res$f, tol = 1e-4, method = 'BR', pubdata = 'K4')
```
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**generateG**

*Transfer ped file to genotype matrix*

**Description**

This function can be used to transfer a ped file to g matrix

**Usage**

`generateG(rawped)`

**Arguments**

- `rawped`: A data.frame. Standard ped format. Genotype should be transferred to 1,2,3,4 from A,C,G,T. 0 represents missing. ‘-’,’_’,’I’,’D’ should be replaced by 0 by yourself.
initQF  

Initialize $Q$ and $F$

Description

This function could help you initialize $Q$ and $F$ matrix conveniently especially when you intend to use supervised learning.

Usage

initQF(g, pop = NULL, alpha = NULL, k = NULL, model)

Arguments

g  genotype matrix

pop  A data.frame. If you intend to do supervised learning, you must specify the ancestries of the reference individuals.

alpha  Parameter for dirichlet distribution. Vector of shape parameters, or matrix of shape parameters corresponding to the number of draw.

k  If you intend to do unsupervised learning, set the number of populations you will use.

model  Choose supervised or unsupervised learning.

Value

A list contains $q$ and $f$ matrix.
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qn  

quasi-Newton algorithm for ancestry analysis

Description

Use quasi-Newton algorithm to accelerate EM or block relaxation.

Usage

qn(g, q, f, tol = 1e-4, method, model)
Arguments

- **g**: Genotype matrix with dimensions $np$, where $n$ is sample size and $p$ is the number of SNPs.
- **q**: Ancestry coefficient matrix with dimensions $nK$, where $n$ is sample size and $K$ is the number of populations.
- **f**: Minor allele frequency matrix with dimensions $Kp$, where $K$ is the number of populations and $p$ is the number of SNPs.
- **tol**: Tolerance, the default value is $1e-4$.
- **method**: Choose which algorithm you want to use. EM or BR.
- **model**: Choose which model you want to use. Supervised learning or unsupervised learning.

Value

Estimation results of $q$, $f$ and the loglikelihood value of each iteration.

Examples

```r
## qn(g, q, f, tol = 1e-4, method = 'BR', model = 'supervised')
```

Description

`radmixture` is an R package for ancestry calculation. It provides both supervised and unsupervised learning with several algorithms for researchers and DNA customers. see README on GitHub

```
radmixture
```

```
tfrdpub
```

Transfer personal genotype raw data according public dataset

Description

Transfer personal genotype raw data to g matrix which the number of row is 1 and the number of column is the number of SNPs used here.

Usage

tfrdpub(genotype, K, map, f)
Arguments

- **genotype**: A data.frame contains your genotype information.
- **K**: The number of populations
- **map**: A data.frame, it should contain rsid, major allele and minor allele information for both plus and minus strands. You should download datasets from GitHub.
- **f**: Frequency matrix learned from reference panel. You should download datasets from GitHub.

Details

Please download datasets from GitHub See README.

Value

A list contains g, q, f which can be used for calculation.

Examples

```r
## download.file(url = 'https://github.com/wegene-llc/radmixture/raw/master/data/globe4.alleles.RData', destfile = 'K4.RData')
## download.file(url = 'https://github.com/wegene-llc/radmixture/raw/master/data/globe4.4.F.RData', destfile = 'K4f.RData')
## load('K4.RData')
## load('K4f.RData')
## res <- tfrdpub(genotype, 4, globe4.alleles, globe4.4.F)
```
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